NEWS & EVENTS

ALL
NEWS
EVENTS

EVENTS
ASIA  EUROPE
FROM - TO  21 MAY 2021 - 31 DEC 2021
A Passage to Asia: 25 Centuries of Exchange between Asia & Europe

EVENTS  #ASEFCulture
ASIA  EUROPE
FROM - TO  28 MAY 2021 - 28 MAY 2021
Cultural mobility in the New Normal: How can we continue to support knowledge exchange and mentoring of young arts professionals?

EVENTS  #ASEFCulture
AUSTRALIA  FRANCE
FROM - TO  01 JUN 2021 - 28 FEB 2022
Australia now | France 2021-22

EVENTS
ASIA  EUROPE
FROM - TO  26 MAY 2021 - 18 AUG 2021
Slovenia | BIEN 2021 - international textile art biennial

EVENTS  #ASEFCulture
INTERNATIONAL  SLOVENIA
FROM - TO  24 MAY 2021 - 24 MAY 2021
4th UNESCO-UNITWIN Symposium - arts education

EVENTS
ASIA  JAPAN  PHILIPPINES
FROM - TO  13 MAY 2021 - 23 MAY 2021
JFAC Asian film screenings and 'Reconnecting the region through cultural exchange' conference session

EVENTS
JAPAN  UNITED KINGDOM
FROM - TO  25 MAY 2021 - 25 MAY 2021
Art in Motion - online talk with Japanese video artists

EVENTS
ESTONIA  INTERNATIONAL
FROM - TO  26 AUG 2021 - 26 AUG 2021
Estonia | Biotoopia conference 2021

EVENTS
INTERNATIONAL  SWITZERLAND
FROM - TO  27 MAY 2021 - 30 MAY 2021
Switzerland | FOODCULTURE days biennale Chapter 2

EVENTS
JAPAN  UNITED KINGDOM
FROM - TO  06 MAY 2021 - 06 MAY 2021
PerForm Inaugural Digital Lecture

EVENTS
ESTONIA  INTERNATIONAL
POSTED ON  29 APR 2021
2021 Media partnerships with culture360.ASEF.org announced!

EVENTS
INTERNATIONAL  SWITZERLAND
POSTED ON  29 APR 2021
MOOC Create in Public Space - new edition 2021
Now water can flow or it can crash, my friend | online launch and roundtable events

Sovereign Asian Art Prize 2021 finalists announced - vote for Public Vote Prize

Latvia | Stories from Japan - graphic arts exhibition